Start the New Year with Your CCTS

1. **Mark your calendar for the CCTS Bioethics Forum.** Incorporate bioethics expertise into your research and connect directly with community perspectives when you attend this annual CCTS forum, hosted by Tuskegee University. [Click to learn more.]

2. **Master Mentoring.** Case Studies in Mentoring takes on common mentoring challenges over the course of nine sessions. Check out the schedule of topics and register [here.]

3. **Schedule an NPP.** Nascent Project Panels allow investigators to brainstorm ideas with other researchers, complimentary of the CCTS. Contact Jean Lambert to get started.

4. **Explore the grant library.** Use these real-life samples of how successfully-funded investigators wrote key sections of their grants. Get started [here], or reach out directly to the CCTS to learn more.

5. **Have you heard of the BERD?** The CCTS BERD team collaborates with investigators at any stage, from student to senior faculty, across the CCTS Partner Network, pairing expertise with study-specific needs and providing state-of-the-art study design, data management and statistical analysis. [Learn more.]

6. **Stop by!** The CCTS Research, Career Development and Community team can be found on the first floor of the Shelby Biomedical Building, Suite 120, on the UAB campus. It’s always great to connect in-person with our community, so come say hello!